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AbstrAct
Modification of the sawtooth period through Ion Cyclotron Heating and Current Drive (ICRF) has 
been demonstrated in a number of experiments. The effect has been seen to depend critically of the 
location of the ICRF absorption region with respect to the q=1 flux surface. Consequently, for ICRF 
to be a viable tool for sawtooth control one must be able to control the ICRF absorption location 
in real time so as to follow variations in the location of the q=1 surface. To achieve this, the JET 
ICRF system has been modified to allow the JET real time central controller to control the ICRF 
frequency. An algorithm for real time determination of the sawtooth period has been developed and 
a closed loop controller which modifies the ICRF frequency to bring the measured sawtooth period 
to the desired reference value has been implemented. The present paper shows the first experimental 
demonstration of closed loop sawtooth period control by real time variation of the ICRF frequency. 

1. IntroductIon
The MHD instability known as the sawtooth instability causes periodic crashes in the central plasma 
density and temperature [1]. This instability is associated with the flux surface at which the plasma 
safety factor q is equal to unity. The time between subsequent sawtooth crashes depends on a number 
of parameters and in JET this period varies over a wide range from a few milliseconds to several 
seconds. When the sawtooth period is large, the sawtooth crash has been seen to regularly trigger 
Neoclassical Tearing Modes (NTMs) [2,3]. These modes, located around flux surfaces where the 
safety factor takes on a rational value – typically 3/2 or 2/1-, form a series of ‘islands’ around the 
rational flux surfaces [4,5,6]. These modes are stable for low normalised plasma pressures (beta). 
However if beta exceeds a certain threshold they become ‘meta stable’, which means that the modes 
grow if a sufficiently large ‘seed island’ is created by another event. The crashes associated with 
long period sawteeth regularly create such ‘seed islands’. If, however, the sawtooth period is kept 
short the ‘seed islands’ are not large enough for NTMs to evolve [7]. NTMs degrade the plasma 
performance significantly and may even lead to disruptions; it is therefore highly desirable to avoid 
triggering these modes by maintaining short sawteeth. 
 The sawtooth period is seen to be significantly lengthened when fast ions are present in the 
plasma core [8,9]. The fast ions responsible for this stabilisation of the sawtooth instability can be 
NBI ions with energies in the 100keV range leading to a modest increase in the sawtooth period; 
ICRH generated MeV ions, potentially generating very long ‘monster’ sawteeth; or fusion generated 
alpha particles in deuterium tritium plasmas. In ITER and future reactors alpha particles are likely 
to generate very long sawteeth in the absence of control measures to shorten the sawtooth period. 
 According to the widely used model for the sawtooth crash of Ref [1], the equations governing 
the occurrence of a crash, under the conditions relevant for the experiments reported here, can be 
summarised as follows: 
               (1)
          
             (2)

s1 > scrit

c
ρ

s1 > δW
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For a crash to occur both (1) and (2) have to be fulfilled. In these equations s1 is the shear s =              
at the q=1 surface, r is the normalised Larmor radius and dW is the potential energy functional 
associated with the m=1 mode causing the sawtooth crash. The critical shear scrit and the parameter 
c are essentially determined by layer physics near the q=1 surface.  
 Immediately following a sawtooth crash the central plasma current profile is flattened and either 
the q=1 surface disappears or s1 becomes small. Subsequently s1 grows as the central temperature 
and density increases until (5) is fulfilled and the next sawtooth crash occurs. 
 In the absence of fast ions a sawtooth crash will normally happen when s1 reaches scrit. The 
presence of fast ions in the plasma modifies dW and with significant central fast ion pressures a 
sawtooth crash should not happen until s1 has reached a level where both the conditions in equations 
(1) and (2) are met, resulting in increased sawtooth period. Control of the sawtooth period can in 
this model be obtained by modifying either s1 through local current drive or by modifying dW. The 
influence of various heating and current drive systems on the sawtooth period have been reported 
from several tokamaks and this was recently reviewed in [11]. For instance the influence of Neutral 
beam injection has been reported from JET [12,13] while the effect of mode conversion current 
drive has been observed on Alcator C-mod [14]. Theoretical investigations of the effect of Electron 
Cyclotron Resonance Frequency (ECRF) Current Drive/Heating on sawteeth have been published 
by Angioni [15] while experimental investigations have been conducted on a number of tokamaks 
[15,16,17,18,19]. These investigations indicate that ECRF modify the sawtooth behaviour by 
affecting s1 with little influence on dW. When on the other hand, ICRF is used for controlling the 
sawtooth period, both s1 and dW are affected and it is not easy to decouple the effect of modifying 
these two quantities. The effect of ICRF located near the q = 1 surface was first observed on JET in 
the early 1990s [20] where a clear effect of the ICRF phasing was evident. Further JET experiments 
with -90° phased ICRF (in JET -90° relative phasing of the currents in adjacent straps, of the four 
strap antenna, gives rise to waves propagating predominately in the direction counter to the plasma 
current; and +90o phasing produces mostly co-current propagating waves) where the absorption 
region was moved from the plasma edge to the centre by varying the toroidal field and the plasma 
current together while keeping the q = 1 position constant have shown that a minimum sawtooth 
period is achieved with the ICRF location close to the q = 1 position and with long sawteeth being 
generated when the ICRF location reached the plasma centre [21]. More recent JET experiments 
using central ICRF with +90° phasing to create long sawteeth and -90° ICRF near q = 1 have 
demonstrated that localised ICRF can be used to shorten fast ion induced long sawteeth [22], 
thereby avoiding the triggering of NTMs [23]. The latter experiments showed an extreme sensitivity 
of the destabilising effect to the relative location of the Ion Cyclotron resonance with respect to 
the q = 1 surface. In fact a change of the distance between the q = 1 surface and the ion cyclotron 
resonance location of only a few cm resulted in a loss of the destabilising effect. Until recently the 
shortening of sawteeth achieved using ICRF near q=1 has been assumed to be achieved through 
local current drive and therefore through modification of s1. It is, however, hard to explain the 

q dq
 r dr

ˆ
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observed extreme sensitivity using this assumption. Recent theoretical work [24] has suggested an 
alternative explanation in which dW is reduced by fast ions with specific passing orbits generated 
when the -90° ICRF is absorbed in a narrow radial region. This fast ion orbit explanation has been 
tested in experiments using 3He minority ICRF in which the driven current should have been kept 
very low. The results provided evidence in favour of the fast ion orbit explanation [25]. Regardless 
of the mechanism responsible for the sawtooth destabilisation, the observed extreme sensitivity 
means that controlling the ICRF absorption location in real time is essential for ICRF to be a viable 
tool for sawtooth control on future machines. 
 Even for the use of ECRF for sawtooth control, where the destabilisation seems to be clearly 
achieved through a modification of s1, real time control of the power deposition is required. Feedback 
control of the sawtooth period using ECRF to modify s1 has first been demonstrated in the presence 
of ICRF generated fast ions on Tore Supra [10, 26] and later without fast ions on TCV [27]. When 
ECRF is used for sawtooth control the location of the ECRF absorption is moved by steering the 
injected ECRF beam via mobile mirrors situated inside the tokamak. For ICRF, the only way to 
move the absorption position without modifying fundamental plasma parameters, such as toroidal 
field, plasma position or plasma current, is to change the ion cyclotron resonance position relative 
to the q = 1 surface by changing the ICRF frequency. This paper describes the first demonstration 
of the use of real time variation of the ICRF frequency for feedback control of the sawtooth period, 
as would be required if ICRH is to be used as a robust control actuator in ITER.

2. control loop ImplementAtIon
Figure 1 shows the closed loop control scheme in a very simplified way. The control algorithm is 
implemented in the JET Real Time Central Controller (RTCC) [28,29]. This controller is a universal 
controller which receives data from a number of JET diagnostics in real time. Control algorithms 
can be programmed into RTCC using a high level interface allowing the implementation of complex 
control block diagrams. The central controller can be given control of various actuators such as 
heating powers, phases etc. For the purpose of implementing feedback control of the sawtooth 
period, RTCC has to be able to take control of the ICRF frequency and it has to receive sufficient 
diagnostic information to be able to determine the sawtooth period in real time. 

2.1 Real time contRol of icRH/cD fRequency
The first step to implement the control loop was to assure that RTCC could take control of the ICRF 
frequency. This required minor hardware changes in the ICRF plant. Prior to the implementation 
of these changes, the ICRH frequency was controlled internally by the ICRF plant [30]. The 
frequency could be varied in real time and this ability was used to assist the matching of the ICRF 
generators to the load presented to them by the ensemble of transmission lines, antenna and plasma. 
Matching of the system is achieved on a slow timescale using mechanical matching elements such 
as trombones and stubs. These elements move rather slowly and frequency variation was employed 
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to allow matching in the case of fast variations in the plasma loading of the ICRF antennae. It was, 
however, found that the use of frequency variation for matching purposes was often not required, 
which left the frequency variation free to be used for other purposes. The range over which the 
frequency can be varied in real time is limited to +/- 500kHz around a central value. This limitation 
has two origins: Firstly, the JET ICRF system can only operate in a series of bands of a few MHz 
between 23MHz and 57MHz [30]. Secondly, just as ICRF frequency variation can be used for 
matching purposes, a change of the frequency, when the system is well matched, will result in a 
mismatch. This mismatch has to be recovered by moving the mechanical matching elements – more 
specifically the trombones - and the range of variation of the length of these trombones (0-1.5m) 
puts an upper limit to the maximum frequency variation over which matching can be maintained. 
The maximum of +/- 500kHz could potentially be increased slightly but not much before one of 
the mentioned hard limits are encountered. The fact that the trombones have to move to maintain 
matching when the frequency changes strongly limits the rate at which the frequency can be changed. 
The installation of 3dB couplers in the ICRF transmission lines which directs reflected power into 
dummy loads rather than back to the RF generators allows the system to work in less well matched 
conditions [31]. Due to these 3dB couplers, modest frequency variations <50kHz can be made 
without moving the trombones and hence fine tuning can be done rapidly while larger changes 
have to be made much more slowly. An additional problem to be considered when implementing 
the control algorithm in RTCC is that the speed of movement of the trombones is controlled by the 
internal ICRF matching system and this speed is proportional to the observed mismatch. In order 
to change the position of the trombone as rapidly as possible, the mismatch has to be as large as 
possible. For the quickest response the requested frequency has to be as far from the matched point 
as possible without the matching becoming so poor that the ICRH generator trips out. The 3 dB 
couplers mentioned above are essential to allow a sufficiently large mismatch for the trombones 
to be made to move with reasonable speed. Unfortunately 3dB couplers are only installed on half 
of the JET antennae and therefore the ICRF power for which real time control of the frequency is 
available is limited to about 5MW. Details of how the controller copes with this indirect control of 
the trombone movement are presented later.
 To allow RTCC to take control of the frequency of the ICRF system, the wiring of the plant was 
modified with the frequency control input previously used by the internal matching control being 
connected to an output from the Radio Frequency Local Manager (RFLM) which is a unit situated 
near the ICRF plant, responsible for the communication between RTCC and the ICRF system. The 
final step to allow the control was to implement software changes in RTCC and RFLM creating an 
RTCC ‘ICRF frequency deviation’ output and an RFLM ‘frequency deviation’ input and transmitting 
this quantity across the ATM communication network linking RTCC and RFLM. 

2.2 Real time SawtootH PeRioD DeteRmination
The Real Time determination of the sawtooth period in the present experiment was achieved 
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by a simple algorithm implemented in RTCC. The determination was based on signals from 
the Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) diagnostic [32]. In this diagnostic which measures the 
electron temperature at 96 values of the major radius, periodic sawtooth ‘crashes’ appear as a rapid 
reduction in the electron temperature for central channels (normal sawteeth) and as a simultaneous 
rapid increase of the temperature in external channels (inverted sawteeth). Following a sawtooth 
‘crash’ the central temperatures increases and the outer temperatures decrease until the subsequent 
crash occurs. The radius inside which normal sawteeth are observed and outside which inverted 
sawteeth are seen, the sawtooth inversion radius, is closely related to the q = 1 surface. Two ECE 
real time signals were available for use by RTCC – a central temperature and an average over a 
selected range of major radii. Prior to a pulse the ECE channels used to produce these real time 
signals can be chosen. In the experiments presented in this paper an average over off axis channels 
– showing inverted sawteeth - proved most robust in reliably detecting sawtooth crashes without 
too many false detections. The cycle time of RTCC is 10ms meaning that the real time signals are 
only acquired by RTCC every 10ms which is much slower than the ECE data acquisition. This did 
not pose a problem for detecting sawteeth as long as the sawtooth period did not go below ~20ms. 
In the present series of experiments the sawtooth period remained above this level as determined 
by post pulse analysis using the full resolution of the ECE diagnostic. As a matter of fact the slow 
acquisition actually made it easier to implement a simple sawtooth crash detection algorithm as 
sawtooth crashes were always manifest through a large temperature jump from one time sample to 
the next. A simple threshold on ∆Te(n) = Teav(n)-Teav(n-1) was therefore sufficient to determine 
when a sawtooth crass had occurred. Teav(n) is the average electron temperature as measured by 
a number of off axis ECE channels for the nth time point. Having detected a sawtooth crash, the 
time of this crash tc0 is memorised. When the subsequent crash is detected at the time tcl the period 
of the last sawtooth is determined as ∆t0 = tcl-tc0. Having determined ∆t0, tc0 is updated by setting 
tc0

 = tcl. Between sawtooth crashes the real time value of the sawtooth period is determined as the 
maximum of the time passed since the last sawtooth crash and the length of the previous sawtooth 
∆t = max(t-tc0, ∆t0)
 Figure 2 shows the real time sawtooth period determination. In the top box the sawteeth as 
observed with the ECE diagnostic at three different major radii are shown. One signal – red trace - 
originates near the plasma centre (Major Radius R=2.93m) and shows clear ‘normal’ sawteeth, one 
signal – blue trace - originating from a larger radius (R=3.24m) show clear ‘inverted’ sawteeth while 
the sawteeth are hardly visible in the third signal - magenta trace - originating at an intermediate 
position (R = 3.17m). The latter signal indicates the position of the ‘sawtooth inversion radius’ close 
to the q = 1 magnetic surface. The second box in figure 2 shows the inverted sawteeth as observed 
by RTCC with a 10ms sampling time while the third box shows the time evolution of ∆Te and 
the threshold for sawtooth crash detection. The final box shows the real time sawtooth period ∆t 
(blue trace) and the time since the last sawtooth t-t0 (red trace) together with the sawtooth period 
determined post pulse using the full ECE resolution (green dotted trace). The real time sawtooth 
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period which always takes a value which is an integer multiple of the sample time (10ms) is seen 
to underestimate the sawtooth period by an average of 10ms. As this is a constant offset, it has no 
impact on the use of this signal for real time control purposes.
 For a more universal Real Time sawtooth period detection an algorithm of the type described in 
[26] should be implemented. Such an algorithm would be hosted in the ECE diagnostic itself and 
it would provide real time sawtooth period and inversion radius for RTCC to use. 

2.3 contRolleR
The controller implemented is fundamentally a simple Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) 
controller which takes as input the sawtooth period error: ∆terr = ∆tref-∆t , where ∆tref is the 
sawtooth period reference, and produces the required deviation ∆f of the RF frequency from its 
centre value as an output. This frequency deviation is then sent to the RFLM where it is added 
to the centre frequency f0 to get the RF frequency request f  = f0 +∆f used internally by the ICRH 
plant. As mentioned earlier, a certain complication is added to this basic control algorithm due to 
the slow response of the ICRH matching trombones. If the value of ∆f varies too much too quickly, 
the RF plant will not be well matched to the ‘plasma – antenna – transmission line’ assembly and 
as a consequence the RF power will be cut off due to excessive reflected power seen by the plant. 
To assure that the controller does not request frequencies that would make the RF plant trip out, 
the controller should know the actual position (length) of the matching trombones. This position 
can then be translated into a frequency at which perfect matching is achieved:

fmatch = f(∆L) ≅ f0 + kT . ∆L

In this equation kT is a constant and ∆L = L-L0, where L is the current trombone position and L0 is 
the trombone position that achieves perfect match when f = f0. Subtracting f0 the value of ∆f which 
achieves perfect matching can be introduced:

∆fmatch ≅ kT . ∆L
 
Based on the knowledge of  the frequency corresponding to perfect matching, limits can be 
introduced preventing the controller from requesting frequencies which deviate more than a certain 
value ∆fmax, mismatch from the matched frequency:

∆fmax = ∆fmatch + ∆fmax mismatch = kT . ∆L + ∆fmax mismatch

∆fmin = ∆fmatch + ∆fmax mismatch = kT . ∆L + ∆fmax mismatch
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This way ∆f is forced to remain within a band around the – varying – matched value ∆fmatch. This 
would be easy to implement if the position of the trombone was known by the controller. Unfortunately 
the trombone position is an internal signal within the ICRH plant and it is not available for use by 
the controller. To overcome this problem a model of the behaviour of the trombone controller has 
been built into the RTCC controller. The trombone controller uses a simple proportional controller 
where the trombone velocity is proportional to the observed mismatch. The mismatch used by the 
trombone controller can be modelled as the deviation of the actual RF frequency from the frequency 
at which perfect matching is obtained:

∆fmismatch = f0 + ∆f-fmatch = ∆f-∆fmatch 

And hence the requested trombone velocity can be simulated as:

Vsim_ref = kV (∆f-∆fmatch)
 

To take into account the inertia of the trombone and the maximum speed with which the trombone 
can move, the simulated trombone velocity is calculated as a filtered version of Vsim_ref limited by 
the maximum trombone speed Vsim_max > 0  :

Vsim = filt (Vsim_ref) and |Vsim| =  ≤Vsim_max

Finally the trombone position Lsim is simulated – assuming that the initial position is the position 
corresponding to matching with ∆f  = 0  by integrating the Vsim signal:

Lsim =    t Vsim + L0

Having determined the limits to ∆f imposed by the slow trombone movement two additional limits 
are also imposed. Firstly the ‘slew rate’– or in plain English, the maximum variation of the requested 
frequency from one time point to the next - is limited to 10 kHz and finally the maximum value of   
∆f is limited to slightly less than the 500kHz that the ICRF plant can accept.
 Figure 3 shows how the controller including the trombone simulator and associated limits is 
implemented as control blocks in the RTCC high level controller language.
 Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the trombone simulator and how the value of ∆f is limited 
as a consequence. It should be noted that throughout most of the shown discharge the unlimited 
∆f request did not exceed the trombone limits by a large amount. This was due to a combination 
of a modest proportional gain in the PID controller, a small value of the error signal input to the 
controller and the filtering of ∆f provided through the integral term in the PID controller.
 To be able to optimise the controller settings, a simple ‘plasma simulation’ was implemented in 

0∫
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the RTCC. This simulation did not attempt to simulate sawteeth but simulated only the sawtooth 
period based on the value of the ∆f signal and assuming a simple transfer function derived from the 
open loop experiments described in the following. This very simple model allowed a reasonable 
tuning of the gains used in the PID controller with the result that no further tuning proved necessary 
when closed loop experiments were attempted.

3. experIments
3.1 oPen looP
Before proceeding to closed loop operation, open loop experiments were performed. As the range 
of variation of the RF frequency is limited, varying this frequency allows only a modest variation 
of the position of the Ion Cyclotron resonance. For this reason it was decided to repeat the open 
loop experiments of [21] scanning toroidal field and current over a wide range while keeping the 
position of q = 1 constant. 
 Figure 5 shows two consecutive discharges where such a scan was performed with the resonance 
moving from the edge to the plasma centre in Pulse No: 68273 and from the centre to the edge in 
Pulse No:68275. The figure shows how the sawtooth period has a general trend increasing when the 
resonance location moves from the edge to the centre. The more noteworthy observation is, however, 
the fact that this trend is broken in a narrow range when the major radius of the Ion Cyclotron 
resonance, is slightly closer to the plasma centre than the major radius of the q=1 surface at the plasma 
mid plane as determined by EFIT from magnetic measurements. In this connection the absolute 
location of q=1 should be taken with some caution as no precise current profile measurement is 
available. It should, however, be noted that the measured sawtooth inversion radius is well correlated 
with the EFIT q=1 radius and that neither change significantly throughout the scan.
 Figure 6a shows the sawtooth period as a function of the major radius location of the ICRF 
resonance for the two discharges shown in figure 5. It is seen that the two discharges give almost 
identical results with the traces shifted slightly towards the left (high field side) for the discharge 
where the resonance was scanned from the centre towards the edge.
 Figure 6b shows the same discharges with the sawtooth period plotted as a function of the 
distance between the major radius of the ICRF resonance and the location of the q=1 surface at the 
mid-plane inferred from EFIT. The two discharges now overlap perfectly, showing that the shift 
seen in figure 6a was due to a change in the location of the q = 1 surface. This change in the q profile 
is understandable due to the central plasma temperature being higher following the initial central 
heating in the second discharge.
 The perfect overlap observed in figure 6b is remarkable (and convenient from a control point of 
view) showing that scanning in opposite directions gives exactly the same results and hence there 
is no hysteresis in the response of the sawtooth period to variations in Ion Cyclotron deposition 
location other than those associated with evolution in the q profile. Figure 6c shows a zoom to the 
narrow range just inside the q = 1 surface where sawteeth shorten when the Ion Cyclotron absorption 
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location is moved towards the centre. The shaded area shows the range of variation over which 
the absorption can be moved by varying the ICRF frequency over its full +/- 500kHz range while 
keeping field and current constant at the value corresponding to the centre of the range. It is seen 
that +/- 500kHz is (just) enough to allow significant variation of the sawtooth period. 
 In pulses with significant central fast ion pressure it has, as mentioned in the introduction, been 
observed that a larger and very abrupt change in sawtooth period is achieved when the location 
of destabilising off axis ICRF is changed by a much smaller amount than the one corresponding 
to the above range. This would mean that in this case the available ICRF frequency variation 
would be largely sufficient to cover the transition region. To simplify the experiments for an initial 
demonstration of feedback control using the ICRF frequency variation technique, it was decided to 
start without fast ions in the plasma centre. Therefore the transfer function shown in figure 6 was 
used to set the controller gains. As the available frequency range corresponds only to the monotonic 
part of the transfer function shown in the enlarged part of figure 6, the non-monotonic character of 
the complete transfer function can be ignored when setting up the controller and it can be assumed 
that the sawtooth period is reduced when the Ion Cyclotron resonance moves towards the plasma 
centre. Due to the positioning of the Ion Cyclotron Resonance on the High field side of the magnetic 
axis a movement towards the centre requires a decrease of the ICRF frequency.

3.2 cloSeD looP
Once the controller parameters had been selected a series of closed loop discharges were run. One 
of these discharges is shown in figure 7. The requested sawtooth frequency is set to 30ms and the 
control loop is activated at 10.5s after which the frequency is varied in closed loop to bring the 
measured sawtooth period to the requested value. As can be seen, the requested sawtooth period is 
reached after less than a second. After the initial adjustment phase the sawtooth period is maintained 
close to 30ms for the duration of the ICRH pulse. It is interesting to note that, to maintain the 30ms 
period, the controller has to continue to move the resonance towards the plasma centre by decreasing 
the ICRH frequency. This shows that the loop is actually capable of responding to changes in the 
plasma parameters. A few 70-80ms sawteeth observed on the real time signal are due to failure of 
the detection algorithm to detect a sawtooth crash. It is obviously difficult to set the crash detection 
level for the very small sawteeth achieved in this discharge and a more sophisticated algorithm 
could be beneficial to improve the detection reliability. Nevertheless only very few crashes were 
missed and this problem did not adversely affect the behaviour of the controller. To verify that this 
control was not achieved by chance, the discharge was repeated with the only change being that 
the requested sawtooth periods was changed to 80ms. Figure 8 show this discharge together with 
the previous discharge. For the second discharge the controller continuously increased the ICRF 
frequency in order to move the resonance further from the plasma centre. As desired the sawtooth 
period increased towards the requested 80ms though it saturated at 60ms. Thus, the control observed 
in Pulse No: 76003 was not obtained by chance and despite the saturation at 60ms these two pulses 
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demonstrate a successful closed loop control of the sawtooth period within the achievable range 
of 30–60ms.
 A legitimate query is whether the changes in observed sawtooth period could have been more 
due to the small power variations than due to the variation of the Ion Cyclotron resonance location. 
In order to address this issue, Figure 9 shows data for four consecutive pulses including the above 
discharges. In figure 9a the sawtooth period – as measured post pulse using high resolutions data - is 
plotted as a function of the distance between the plasma centre and the ICRF resonance position. 
In figure 9b the sawtooth period is plotted as a function of the injected power. Figure 9a clearly 
shows that the sawtooth period varies with the resonance location whereas figure 9b is just a cloud 
of points showing that the small variations in power level have very little, if any, influence on the 
sawtooth period. It should be recalled that the real time estimate of the sawtooth period is in general 
underestimated by 10ms – or 1 RTCC cycle time which is the reason that the sawtooth periods seen 
in figure 9 range from 40ms to 70ms rather than from 30ms to 60ms as seen in Figure 8.

4. Future Work. 
The experiments described above have demonstrated that the sawtooth period can be controlled 
by a feedback loop using the ICRF frequency as the actuator. These discharges have also shown 
the limitations caused by the slow trombone speed and by the modest range over which the ICRF 
frequency can be changed in real time. These limitations will be less problematic in more relevant 
discharges with fast ions in the plasma centre. In such discharges much larger changes in the sawtooth 
period are observed when destabilising ICRF is applied near the q=1 surface and these changes occur 
for smaller variations in the ICRF absorption location. The experiments described in this paper did 
not use central ICRF to generate fast ions in the plasma centre in order maintain the experiments as 
simple as possible. The wide scan of ICRF resonance position in the open loop experiments could 
not be performed in conjunction with central ICRF as the central resonance would move as much 
as the off axis ICRF resonance. As a consequence it was decided to initially demonstrate the real 
time control under the same conditions as the open loop discharges, thus allowing the controller 
parameters to be set up based on the results of the open loop experiments. Future experiments 
should focus on discharges in which a central fast ion pressure is created either by central ICRF or 
by NBI. These are also the type of discharges where sawtooth control will be required and where 
real time fine tuning of the resonance position will be essential to achieve such sawtooth control. 
Despite the faster variation of the sawtooth period in this case it would still be desirable to run longer 
discharges to allow the control loop to prove its capabilities over times significantly in excess of the 
control loop time constants. On JET the maximum pulse length of the ICRF system of 20s should 
be sufficient to test the dynamic behaviour of the controller in future experiments. 

conclusIons
Closed loop feedback control of the sawtooth period has been demonstrated in JET. For the first 
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time such closed loop control has been achieved with ICRF, moving the ICRF resonance position 
by changing the ICRF frequency in real time. These experiments are promising in view of the 
potential for using this technique for sawtooth control on ITER as a complement to the use of 
ECRF as currently planned [33]. The fact that the ICRF control mechanism is more likely to be a 
fast ion effect [24,25] would mean that ICRF sawtooth control could be more attractive in ITER 
where shear modifications through ECRF current drive may prove less effective than on current 
tokamaks, especially in the absence of fast ion control. The experiments also highlight that it would 
be desirable to design an ITER ICRF system which allows variation of the ICRH frequency in real 
time over a wide enough range to allow the resonance position to be moved over a larger part of 
the plasma radius than is possible at JET with the present ICRH system. It should be noted that the 
current ITER ICRF system design would allow 3He minority ICRF to be absorbed near the q=1 
surface with rapid frequency variation available to allow adjustment of the absorption range within 
a 20cm range [34]. The slow response seen in the present experiments does not necessarily pose a 
problem on ITER where time constants are much longer than on JET. Further proof of this technique 
in more relevant plasma conditions with significant fast ion pressures in the plasma centre are 
required to demonstrate that this is a viable tool for sawtooth control and NTM avoidance on ITER.
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Figure 3: Block diagram showing the way the ICRF 
frequency controller is implemented in RTCC. The bottom 
box shows the real time trombone position simulation.

Figure 4: Trombone position simulation: 1st Box: 
Frequency corresponding to perfect match with current 
simulated trombone position (blue), Unlimited frequency 
deviation request (green), Limited frequency deviation 
request transmitted to ICRF plant (red). 2nd Box: 
simulated mismatch driving the trombone movement. 3rd 
box: Simulated trombone velocity. 4th Box: Simulated and 
measured Trombone position .

Figure 2: Real Time Sawtooth period determination. 1st box: Data from Electron Cyclotron Emission diagnostic 
showing electron temperatures in the plasma centre(red), near the q = 1 surface(magenta) and in the outer part of 
the plasma(blue). 2nd box: Real time off axis temperature signal used by RTCC. 3rd box: Time derivative of real time 
temperature signal(red) and threshold for sawtooth detection(black). 4th box: Real time sawtooth period(blue), time 
since last sawtooth(red) and sawtooth period determined post pulse(dashed-green).
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Figure 5: Two discharges where the magnetic field and plasma current were scanned simultaneously, while keeping the 
position of the q=1 surface constant. 1st row: Soft X-ray signals showing normal and inverted sawteeth (only available 
for Pulse No: 68275). 2nd row: ECE electron temperatures from two channels. The radial location of these signals 
varies as the magnetic field is scanned. 3rd row: Sawtooth period – determined post pulse. 4th row: Positions of ICRF 
resonance(red), q=1 (EFIT) (blue traces), sawtooth inversion radius (blue crosses) and magnetic axis (magenta). 4th 
row: ICRF power

Figure 7: Successful closed loop sawtooth period control. 
The target sawtooth period of 30ms is rapidly reached and 
maintained until the end of the pulse.

Figure 6: Sawtooth period for the two shots in figure 5: 
a) as a function of major radius of the ICRF resonance 
location over the full scan range. b) as a function of the 
distance between the ICRF resonance and the q=1 position 
at mid plane (from EFIT) over the full scan range. c) zoom 
on sawtooth period transition region – the green shaded 
region shows the range of variation achievable through 
ICRF real time frequency variation.
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Figure 9: Sawtooth period as a function of a) ICRF location (distance from the plasma centre) and b) ICRF power. The 
sawtooth period depends on resonance location rather than the (small) variations in ICRF power.

Figure 8: 2 successful discharges with feedback control of the sawtooth period. The first (blue ) is the one shown in 
figure 7 where the target of 30ms is reached, in the second the target was changed to 80ms. In this case the controller 
saturated at 60ms.
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